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Shaping scientific instrument collections
A historiography
Samuel J.M.M. Alberti
Many histories of scientific instruments concentrate on their manufacture and original function, but such 
artefacts as survive often do so in collections – many will have spent far longer in a museum than anywhere 
else. Alongside the rich literature on the history of scientific instruments, accordingly, there is a body of 
work on the histories of scientific instrument collections. This survey outlines genres and themes in the 
historiography of scientific instruments, focusing in particular on display and other collection-based functions. 
Fluid and contingent, collections are instrumental in the history, heritage, and historiography of science.
There is an extensive literature on the history of what 
we now term scientific instruments. As a result, we 
know a great deal about how devices such as telescopes, 
clocks and astrolabes were made and used, especially 
those dating from the seventeenth to the nineteenth 
centuries. Many of these artefacts survive to be stud-
ied and written about because they have been gathered 
into collections, often in museums. This special issue 
of Journal of the History of Collections reflects upon 
the meanings and values of such collections; by way of 
introduction, here I lay out the genres and themes in 
the historiography of scientific instruments.
As a suggested framework for historians of science 
and of collections I cover some of the fruitful topics 
in the history of scientific instruments as I see them – 
defining, making, and using – before delving more 
closely into the scholarship that explicitly addresses 
their museological value. I  address how historians 
have written about collecting scientific instruments 
and their functions within collections, especially (but 
not exclusively) display. My intention is to set the fol-
lowing papers into their historiographical setting and 
their museological context.
By concentrating on the confluence of museum his-
tory and instrument studies there are of course rele-
vant strands of scholarship that will not be addressed 
in detail here. There are related literatures that do not 
fall within the present scope: on science museums as 
institutions (rather than specifically instruments within 
them) and on medical instruments.1 And as Liba Taub 
articulates in this issue, scientific instruments, however 
defined, are but one sub-set of the broader material 
culture of science, from buildings to herbarium sheets. 
Neither will the literatures on specific categories of 
instruments be addressed in detail, rather I follow the 
flow of those who reflect on scientific instruments more 
broadly.2 Finally, it is important to acknowledge my 
own (unforgivable) Anglophone bias.3
These parameters guide the stream of focus towards 
particular genres that characterize instrument studies. 
There are of course the usual monographs, specialist 
journals and stand-alone articles of any historical en-
terprise.4 There are also chunky single-volume sur-
veys that formed the backbone of this literature for 
many years and remain on the shelves and in the 
footnotes of instrument scholars.5 Historiographical 
insights may also be gained from catalogues of collec-
tions and specific exhibitions, as I will discuss below. 
They sit alongside more exhaustive compendia that 
cut across institutions: encyclopaedias and national-
scale inventories provide insights into the parameters 
and methods of instrument scholarship up to the 
point of their publication.6 Furthermore, instrument 
scholars are a gregarious bunch, fond of edited collec-
tions,7 and special issues of journals.8
My aim here is not to summarize these genres in 
turn nor to address them as chronological waves – they 
are in any case for the most part contemporaneous – 
but rather to seek out the currents that flow across and 
between them. References will for the most part pro-
vide one or two examples of the topics in question; to-
gether they provide insights on how instruments were 
defined, made, and used; and how instrument collec-
tions were gathered, deployed, and exhibited.
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Making and using
Defining one’s object of study would usually come first 
and foremost; all categories of historical study are his-
torically contingent of course, but the problem of def-
inition for scientific instruments is particularly acute, 
given that they have only been known as such since 
the mid-nineteenth century. The category then had 
to be retrofitted, mostly around mathematical, optical 
and philosophical instruments (those that measured, 
viewed and experimented respectively). While any of 
the synthetic works in the genres mentioned above 
must out of necessity define the scope of their study, 
D. J. Warner and J. V. Field in particular have help-
fully historicized these definitions and alerted us to 
anachronism.9 Scientific instrument specialists have 
defined their object of study as part of their profes-
sional identity, variously privileging different chrono-
logical eras and scientific areas, as I show in my article 
in this issue. Throughout there has been a clear link 
to museum practice, as I argue below: collectors and 
curators define their collections, and the instruments 
that survive in collections then skew definition away 
from those no longer with us.
However they are defined, a powerful tide pre-
sent throughout instrument scholarship looks not 
to instruments as products but rather to their mak-
ing as process, and especially their makers. Two of 
the founding figures of post-war instrument history, 
Maurice Daumas at the Conservatoire National des 
Arts et Métiers in Paris and the British historian of 
geography E.G.R. Taylor, both paid attention to the 
manufacturing context of mathematical and other 
instruments – the workshops, industries and econom-
ics.10 Taylor in particular employed a bio-bibliograph-
ical approach that generations of instrument scholars 
refined, enhanced and expanded over the following 
decades: from the 1960s through the 2000s, detailed 
studies of instrument making in particular national 
contexts are evident, including the United States and 
the British Isles.11 This theme also runs through many 
of the collaborative publications in this field.12
Alongside the attention to makers was a broader 
interest in the instruments’ uses. Specialist scholars 
have studied the original instruments alongside con-
temporary texts to understand their precise technical 
specifications and functions, from architecture and 
ballistics to surveying and navigation. Many were 
for problem solving; some were for experiment in a 
sense we might recognize today, but many more were 
for measurement, education and demonstration; sci-
entists are by no means the only users of ‘scientific’ 
instruments.13 Investigating their uses leads us to the 
historical exploration of the different groups who 
used them, from savants to surveyors, and then the 
values and meanings placed upon the instruments – 
which of course helps to explain why some survived 
in collections and others did not.14
Other historians of science since the 1980s have 
also turned their attention to instruments, as mani-
festations of scientific theory and of scientific prac-
tice.15 Contextualist historians of science from the 
1990s found materials and tools to be useful conduits 
between the practice and cultures of science.16 A par-
ticular/peculiar intersection between instrument 
aficionados working in museums and universities are 
those who have recreated instrumentation and experi-
mentation to understand the scientific enterprise, an 
endeavour which demands close study of the original 
tools.17 Generally, however, although other historians 
of science have paid some attention to instruments, 
there has been little close study of them as artefacts; 
our understanding of the materiality of instruments 
has come from the contributors to the specialist gen-
res mentioned above.18
Collecting and collections
Our interest in this issue is in the history of a particu-
lar set of uses to which instruments are put when they 
are associated with museums and collections. The 
remainder of this introductory survey will therefore 
be devoted not so much to the overlap (or gap) between 
instrument studies and (other) history of science, but 
to the historiographical pool where museum studies 
meets instrument scholarship. It is here that we find 
the answers to the questions that Taub poses later in 
this issue: ‘Why and how were scientific instruments 
collected? Once in collections, how were they used? 
How are the uses of instrument collections in histor-
ical scholarship and in heritage institutions related?’
This mode of study has a long precedent. E.G.R. 
Taylor wrote about the working ‘outfits’ of mathem-
atical practitioners.19 A. J. Turner, a stalwart of instru-
ment history, has always paid close attention to how 
and why instruments were collected, whether qua 
scientific instruments or as works of art (in its vari-
ous senses), especially since the eighteenth-century 
increase in collecting, collectors, and purchasing 
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power.20 Others have followed suit – including Rebekah 
Higgitt and others in this issue – tracking the chan-
ging values, meanings and functions of instruments 
as they come out of a life of use (if they had one) into 
their (often far longer) afterlife in a museum.
To understand the transition between these lives 
is to understand the circulation and trade in instru-
ments (post-use, as opposed to their original market, 
which is tackled by the ‘making’ literature mentioned 
above).21 A. J. Turner studied the composition of col-
lections in order to reflect the trade at the time, which 
is important both to understand how the historical 
dimension of instrument interest manifested, and the 
place of the tools of science within cultures of con-
sumption.22 As instruments came and went from pri-
vate collections (even from institutional collections as 
A. D. Morrison-Low demonstrates) their values and 
meanings shifted.23 Scientific instruments, it almost 
goes without saying, were not only tools of knowledge 
but also commodities.
Enrichment (in both senses) was thereby among 
the motives for collecting scientific instruments that 
historians have explored. True, philosophers collected 
instruments to learn and demonstrators to teach, 
but vanity and prestige are also evident in spades – 
antiquarianism and curiosity too. What is clear is 
that many reasons for collecting instruments were 
decidedly not scientific. As a result, those that survive 
are not necessarily reflective of those that were in gen-
eral use, but rather include a disproportionate num-
ber of sumptuous showpieces.24 Collecting was (and 
is) performative, and the more spectacular the props, 
the better.
Once collected, a new set of meanings and val-
ues imbue objects when they join a collection. 
Historians of early modern cabinets have been espe-
cially alive to this, charting carefully the social, cul-
tural and philosophical roles of instruments in the 
princely Kunstkammer and the learned Physikalisches 
Kabinett.25 These instruments were not only for (wit-
nessed) experiments but also to reflect honour upon 
their cultured patrons. The hundreds of cabinets of 
curiosity across sixteenth- to eighteenth-century 
Europe were not miscellaneous; but their taxonomies 
need decoding and unpacking to understand the role 
of the instrument therein.
For those interested in the period since that time, 
a rich vein for understanding the changing func-
tions and meanings of instrument collections are 
the biographies of the institutions that hold them.26 
Foundings attract considerable attention, but the sub-
sequent development of collections can be more re-
vealing of the changing functions of instruments. The 
many reinventions of the Musée des Arts et Métiers 
since its early establishment in 1790s Paris, for example, 
illustrate the place of science and its tools in Western 
culture; quieter institutions such as the extraordinary 
Teylers Museum (founded in Haarlem in 1784) may 
seem frozen in time but also evidence subtle changes 
in approaches to heritage.27 Meanwhile, relative late-
comers such as the Science Museum in London and 
mid-twentieth-century dedicated history of science 
museums stimulate growing literatures.28 Historians 
are focusing not only on founders and directors, but 
also on donors and curators, and telling rich stories of 
how collections and disciplines are shaped with insti-
tutions, as Alison Boyle, Richard Dunn and Megan 
Barford do in this issue. And we should not forget the 
many published catalogues of collections that provide 
insights into the institutions and the riches therein; a 
discursive collection-level description speaks volumes 
about the context and meanings of collections.29
For as A. J. Turner reminds us, ‘collections are not 
static either in their contents nor in the tasks they 
perform’.30 The motives for collections we touched on 
earlier already hinted at the function of instruments 
once in collections. We have already been shown that 
working philosophers used them to investigate, and 
demonstrators to teach; later, this would translate into 
more recognizable research and teaching functions.31 
Institutions like the Royal Geographical Society kept 
their collections as lending libraries for members to 
borrow and use on expeditions.32 But there are other 
less obvious functions that rise and fall over time. 
Instrument collections were an expression of power,33 
of professional pride,34 and of aesthetic taste.35 They 
could be recreational – set-dressing for a soirée – and 
sometimes for pure fun, as Jean-François Gauvin 
shows us in this issue.36 And some instruments within 
collections were intended to deceive, as we know from 
the continuing historical and contemporary interest 
in fakes – including an enduring fascination with the 
nefarious activities of the Dutch dealer Anton W.H. 
Mensing (1866–1936), who also features in Dunn and 
Barford’s article in this issue.37
Among those that we take to be genuine, there has 
been an interesting tension evident in the historical 
use of scientific instruments in collections that echoes 
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through the literature; whether they are gathered 
and used to demonstrate science of now, or then; as 
cutting-edge tools or relics (see Higgitt’s article in 
this issue).38 When were science collections afforded 
this heritage function? It is tempting to seek to pin-
point a moment when contemporary instruments be-
came historical – the emergence of dedicated history 
of science museums and the turn to history in large 
industrial museums in the mid-twentieth century (see 
Boyle’s paper in this issue), or the heritage elements 
of the 1876 Loan Collection of Scientific Apparatus? 
The nineteenth-century vogue for antiquarianism 
or the stirrings of scientific hagiography? Wherever 
one looks, past and present have always been jux-
taposed in instrument collections. Tycho Brahe 
bought Copernicus’s triquetrum not for use, but for 
veneration.39
Veneration is one of the functions of collections 
that make it more likely that an object will survive; 
some of the more hands-on uses entail a greater risk, 
and a great many instruments, of course, do not last. 
Whole collections have been lost, sold, dilapidated, or 
destroyed. This does not deter historians of instru-
ments, a redoubtable bunch, and there is a charm-
ing sub-genre of the study of lost collections.40 This 
painstaking work can tell us a great deal about the val-
ues and meanings placed upon such lost pieces, and 
provides are richer, fuller history.
Exhibiting and expositions
Perhaps the most obvious thing to do with a collection 
is to display it, and sure enough, there is a strong cur-
rent in literature concerning exhibitions. Analysing 
the position and contexts of instruments in accounts, 
images and surviving displays is revealing of the chan-
ging status of science in museum interpretation, and 
of museums in what we now call science communi-
cation.41 Historians have assessed where instruments 
were in spaces that were not their original site of use, 
in relation to each other, and how this changes over 
time (as Boyle does in this issue); not only in public 
museums but also more private and restricted-access 
displays.42
A rich site for analysing instrument displays were 
the world fairs and expositions of the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries. The wares of the scientific 
instrument makers alluded to earlier were visible as 
‘Class x – Philosophical Instruments and Processes 
Depending on their Use’ at the Great Exhibition 
in London in 1851, and as one might expect, the 
1876 Loan Exhibition of Scientific Apparatus has 
also attracted attention.43 Scientific instruments 
then continued to be prominent in later expositions 
such as the British Empire Exhibition of 1924–5.44 
As intersections of commodification, progress 
narratives, and national pride, these ‘expos’ are 
rich sites for analysis of the multiple meanings of 
instruments.
They also have considerable potential for the study 
of the consumption of instruments; both in the com-
mercial sense and in terms of audiences more gen-
erally. Richard Kramer has carefully considered 
the reception of the scientific instruments on dis-
play at the United States Centennial Exhibition in 
Philadelphia in 1876 by accessing the accounts of 
judges and journalists, and by analysing their cata-
logues, and photographs of displays.45 Studying the 
‘users’ of displayed instruments can be as fruitful in 
accessing their meanings and values as the accounts of 
their pre-museum users alluded to above.46 But histo-
ries of the audiences for scientific instrument exhibi-
tions remain largely unwritten.
Whether in terms of their situation, content or 
reception, analyses of exhibitions thereby have rich 
historiographical potential. But further, exhibitions 
can in themselves be historiographically innovative. 
Sophisticated displays generate new understandings;47 
they are, I would argue, material historiography. In col-
lecting, investigating, and juxtaposing these artefacts, 
the curator is making meanings out of material cul-
ture that are distinct from those generated via textual 
or visual research. Maurice Daumas’ appreciation of 
instrument history both fed into and benefitted from 
his curatorial work at the Conservatoire National, in 
which he wanted to establish a history of instruments 
distinct from other histories of science;48 curators 
since have made new and different histories in exhi-
bitionary contexts. They are sometimes recorded for 
posterity in a catalogue as discussed above (although 
ironically this is more likely to be the case for tempor-
ary exhibitions than for permanent galleries); images 
may remain (Fig.  1); but too often they are ephem-
eral. And not all exhibitions are unqualified successes, 
nor match the intentions of their curators, of course. 
Reflecting on the processes of exhibition making – 
what one might grandly term ‘reflective museology’ – 
then provides another level of understanding, 
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especially about the nuances of the museum as a pro-
cess and a setting.49
Just as exhibitions are only one use of collections, 
so they are only one of the ways that collection his-
tory can inform and be informed by museum practice. 
The very definition of scientific instruments guides 
collection development and management; taxonomies 
change with changing scientific and museum prac-
tice. What curators collect is determined by historical 
understandings of what constitutes an instrument, as 
both Taub and I discuss in our respective articles; and 
this collecting then feeds back into the definition of 
what is interpreted. Instrument historiography may 
help us to understand not only the shape of collections 
but also their gaps and absences. There are also other 
museum practices that relate to historical research that 
are not so often discussed: documentation in particu-
lar can draw on existing research and then craft new 
histories. Furthermore, loans of instruments between 
collections enable new juxtapositions and conclusions 
to be drawn. Perhaps the questions posed and answers 
suggested in this issue may have bearing for those who 
collect, curate and care for scientific instruments, and 
perhaps other artefacts besides.50
But just what are the questions we ask here? Having 
outlined the historiographical waves we are surfing, 
I  shall indicate the shared direction of travel of the 
seven papers that follow. Our broad scope relates more 
to the later sections of my discussion above; this is a 
contribution to the history of plural scientific instru-
ment collections rather than the history of singular 
instruments. And given the rich stream already avail-
able on the early modern period we have concentrated 
more on the nineteenth and (especially) twentieth 
centuries.
Although our ostensible focus is on objects, the sto-
ries that follow are actually about people. Collections 
are shaped not only by curators, we will show, but by 
dealers, directors, amateurs and (other) scientists. We 
ask how their instrument collecting and motives for 
doing so shaped disciplines, institutions and profes-
sional communities (Boyle, Dunn and Barford, Higgitt, 
Alberti). Each author has set one or more collections 
in its political, institutional and museological contexts, 
better to understand what is particular to these kinds of 
collections as compared to, say, natural history collec-
tions or art museums. In tracing their collective lives in 
museums of private collections, contexts that were not 
their original use, we explore different functions of sci-
entific collections, including commemoration (Higgitt, 
Tybjerg), teaching, and sheer fun (Gauvin). Insofar 
as they are ‘pack animals rather than lone wolves’, in 
Fig. 1. Material 
historiography: the 
Instruments of Science gallery 
at the Royal Museum of 
Scotland, Edinburgh, 1991. 
(Image: National Museums 
Scotland.) Opening originally 
in 1986, it was researched and 
curated by Allen Simpson and 
Alison Morrison-Low under 
the new Director, Robert 
Anderson. Shown here is 
Section 1: early astronomy, 
navigation and surveying. See 
P. Delehar, ‘Museum report: 
The Royal Scottish Museum, 
Edinburgh’, Bulletin of the 
Scientific Instrument Society 30 
(1991), pp. 13–17. For other 
photographs of this genre, 
see the figures in Dunn and 
Barford’s article in this special 
issue.
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Tybjerg’s words, instruments mean different things 
when they are in collections, and these meanings then 
vary across audiences and users, including museum 
visitors, students, and practitioners. (Several authors 
also reflect on the lack of use.)
Readers will encounter in the following pages col-
lections in Cambridge, UK (Taub) and Cambridge, 
USA (Gauvin); Edinburgh (Alberti), Greenwich 
(Dunn and Barford) and London (Higgitt, Boyle); as 
well as Copenhagen (Tybjerg). We are conscious that 
in seven papers, most of which have a single collection 
focus, we could present only a drop in the ocean of 
collections world-wide (and a relatively Anglophone 
drop at that, Tybjerg notwithstanding). Nonetheless 
we hope that the issue as a whole may prompt read-
ers to reflect upon patterns of collection formation; 
to appreciate just how fluid, contingent and human-
driven they are; and how instrumental they are in the 
history, heritage, and historiography of science.
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